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Playing with Earth and Sky 
Astronomy & Geography and the Art of Marcel Duchamp 

By James Housefield 

 
Playing with Earth and Sky reveals the significance astronomy, geography, and 

aviation had for Marcel Duchamp-widely regarded as the most influential artist of the 

past fifty years. Duchamp transformed modern art by abandoning unique art objects in 

favor of experiences that could be both embodied and cerebral. This illuminating study 

offers new interpretations of Duchamp's momentous works, from readymades to the 

early performance art of shaving a comet in his hair. It demonstrates how the 

immersive spaces and narrative environments of popular science, from museums to the 

modern planetarium, prepared paths for Duchamp's nonretinal art. By situating 

Duchamp's career within the transatlantic cultural contexts of Dadaism and Surrealism, 

this book enriches contemporary debates about the historical relationship between art 

and science. 

 

This truly original study will appeal to a broad readership in art history and cultural 

studies. 

 

About the Author: 

James Housefield is associate professor in the Department of Design, and on the 

graduate faculties in art history, French, and performance studies, University of 

California, Davis. 
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Against Immediacy 
Video Art and Media Populism 

By William Kaizen 

 
Against Immediacy is a history of early video art considered in relation to television in 

the United States during the 1960s and 1970s. It examines how artists questioned the 

ways in which "the people" were ideologically figured by the commercial mass media. 

During this time, artists and organizations including Nam June Paik, Juan Downey, and 

the Women's Video News Service challenged the existing limits of the one-to-many 

model of televisual broadcasting while simultaneously constructing more democratic, 

bottom-up models in which the people mediated themselves. Operating at the 

intersection between art history and media studies, Against Immediacy connects early 

video art and the rise of the media screen in gallery-based art to discussions about 

participation and the activation of the spectator in art and electronic media, moving 

from video art as an early form of democratic media practice to its canonization as a 

form of high art. 

 

About the Author: 

William Kaizen is assistant professor of art history and media studies at Northeastern 

University. 
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The Sheltering View 
Edited by Giancarlo Alviani 

 
Much has been said and written on Bertolucci. Yet, whoever has worked with him on 

the set has still a lot more to tell. A coffee or a break, to get rid of a headache, becomes 

a precious occasion for comparison and growth. This is a book from the heart, but also 

dense with unpublished documents, unique images and the history of Italian cinema. 

Professionals who have lived the sets of the great director, winner of nine Oscars, 

provide a novel portrayal of his style and extraordinary humanity. Through their 

perspective, filled with anecdotes unknown to the greater public, the book penetrates 

the work of the most international of Italian directors. In the text there are also rare and 

unseen photographs, never published before, as well as letters and notebooks. The book 

opens with a long unpublished interview with Bertolucci and it is followed by 

contributions from Adriana Asti, Joan Chen, Jeremy Irons, Stefania Sandrelli, Marisa 

Solinas, Judith Malina, Francesco Barilli, Ying Ruocheng, Cherie Nutting, Richard 

Horowitz and Fausto Taiten Guareschi.  
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